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Abstract 8 

An innovative steel-timber composite floor for use in multi-storey residential buildings is presented. The research 9 

demonstrates the potential of these steel-timber composite systems in terms of bearing capacity, stiffness and method of 10 

construction. Such engineered solutions should prove to be sustainable since they combine recyclable materials in the 11 

most effective way. The floors consist of prefabricated ultralight modular components, with a Cross-Laminated Timber 12 

(CLT) slab, joined together and to the main structural system using only bolts and screws. Two novel floor solutions are 13 

presented, along with the results of experimental tests on the flexural behaviour of their modular components. Bending 14 

tests have been performed considering two different methods of loading and constraints. Each prefabricated modular 15 

component uses a special arrangement of steel-timber connections to join a CLT panel to two customized cold-formed 16 

steel beams. Specifically, the first proposed composite system is assembled using mechanical connectors whereas the 17 

second involves the use of epoxy-based resin. In the paper, a FEM model is provided in order to extend this study to 18 

other steel-timber composite floor solutions. In addition, the paper contains the design model to be used in 19 

dimensioning the developed systems according to the state of the art of composite structures. 20 

Keywords: Slim floors; Composite floors; Steel-timber connections; Prefabrication; Modular components; Flexural 21 

behavior; Hybrid solutions; Cross-laminated timber; Sustainability; Green design; 22 

1. Introduction 23 

As part of a process of sustainable development, in the last few years there has been a growing interest in reducing the 24 

resources and materials used in building construction, as well as in limiting both the energy consumed during the whole 25 

building lifecycle and the related carbon dioxide emissions (CO2) into the atmosphere. Innovative structural systems 26 

combine different materials, structural elements, and construction detailing as well as smart construction techniques in a 27 

way that fulfills specific performance criteria and contributes to a more sustainable built environment [1,2,3]. The 28 

combination of materials in composite construction systems is a way to minimize the use of resources, therefore 29 

reducing the environmental impact of the building construction process. In addition, composite systems commonly 30 

provide overall performance higher than the sum of their individual components [4]. The literature shows a wide variety 31 
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of composite systems which commonly includes the combination of steel with concrete, timber with concrete, timber 32 

with timber, steel with timber or other less common mixes of materials. 33 

The most usual and widespread use of composite solutions is for the realization of floors or slabs. Composite floors are 34 

commonly built by joining two or more materials to form a collection of T-shaped coupled beams. In general, the 35 

composite technique is characterized by the connection systems used in forming the floors and the type of materials 36 

combined. Under flexural gravity loading, the upper element works in compression whereas the bottom element is 37 

loaded in tension. The connections transfer the shear forces between elements and keep them continuously tied along 38 

their extensions. Much research on composite steel-concrete and timber-concrete floors has been done in the past. 39 

Particularly, great effort has been devoted to the development of connections to be used in composite systems as well as 40 

in studying the effects of long-term loads on their effective behavior. The literature on steel-concrete and timber-41 

concrete floors shows an incredible number of solutions available. Works dealing with the implementation of Timber-42 

Concrete Composite (TCC) floors include, but are not limited to: [5], [6], [7] and [8]. For a brief state of the art on the 43 

TCC floors, we recommend [9]. We point out here that composite timber-concrete floors are very effective solutions for 44 

the rehabilitation and strengthening of existing buildings, as demonstrated in [10,11] and [12]. 45 

With specific reference to composite steel-concrete floors, an increasing amount of research has been performed over 46 

the last century in response to technological development. A remarkable number of documents is available, with a 47 

European code [13] specifically dedicated to the design of such composite solutions. The use of composite steel-48 

concrete floors is very common with a wide range of construction applications, ranging from new residential buildings, 49 

to open-space structures and to skyscrapers and bridges [14–16]. 50 

Although composite concrete-based floors have become very common technologies, the use of non-renewable 51 

resources, the high demand of energy for production and transportation and the difficult recycling process impact on 52 

their sustainability. Possible other inconveniences are the required curing time, which sometimes can complicate on-site 53 

construction; the inherent self-weight of the structural components, which typically affects the costs of transportation; 54 

the limited number of prefabricated solutions currently available [17]. As ‘dry’ alternatives to the above-mentioned 55 

concrete-based traditional solutions, more recently timber-timber and steel-timber composite solutions have attracted 56 

more attention. The idea is to replace concrete slabs with innovative engineered wood products such as timber panels 57 

made of Cross-Laminated Timber (CLT) or Laminated Veneer Lumber (LVL). To the authors’ best knowledge, very 58 

few publications address the issue of the composite timber-timber and steel-timber floor systems, as do for example 59 

[18–20]. 60 

The purpose of this paper is to discuss two innovative composite steel-timber solutions for residential floors of the next 61 

generation of multi-storey buildings [21]. This article introduces research work on modular prefabricated composite 62 
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steel-timber floors made by combining CLT panels with customized cold-formed steel beams. The main challenge of 63 

this work was to develop a composite system which satisfies several strict requirements in terms of lightness, 64 

prefabrication, modularity, assembly method, sustainability, on-site installation, structural performance, and related 65 

manufacturing costs. In this composite system, the combination of steel and wood offers benefits in terms of 66 

construction process, as well as off-site production of the structural components in a factory. Based on the rational use 67 

of steel and timber, the implementation of composite floor components offers advantages, such as limiting their self-68 

weight, and therefore, seismic action and the gravity loads transferred to the foundations; simplifying the execution on-69 

site reducing construction time and the related costs; and finally increasing the sustainability of the final construction 70 

system, thanks to the use of recyclable and natural materials and to the ability to deconstruct and reuse the structural 71 

components. As the final product is a prefabricated standardised structural component suitable for dry construction, it 72 

will be possible to rapidly respond to the current housing demand.  These floor solutions support the objective of 73 

sustainability by reducing the use of resources, therefore, lowering the embodied environmental impact of buildings. 74 

This paper provides design details of these novel steel-timber composite solutions for floors and gives a comprehensive 75 

introduction to their design. The work provides an overview of the next generation of composite floors made by 76 

combining engineered wooden and steel products. The remainder of the paper is organized in six Sections. Section 2 77 

describes two innovative hybrid steel-timber solutions to develop composite floors. Experimental tests on prototypes of 78 

floors and the data measured are presented in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the FEM model developed to numerically 79 

study composite steel-timber systems. In addition, recommendations are made for the model implementation. The 80 

proposed design procedure is discussed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the results of this work and draws 81 

conclusions. 82 

 83 

2. Innovative steel-timber composite components for residential floors 84 

The composite steel-timber technology presented in this paper is engineered to obtain prefabricated modular floor 85 

components with excellent structural and non-structural performance. The construction components have been designed 86 

paying particular attention to sustainability. Fig. 1 gives the details of the prototypes of floor components, including 87 

particulars of the steel and timber elements, cross-section description and both the type and arrangement of connections. 88 

These novel solutions are realized by combining a very slim CLT panel with two custom-made steel beams equipped 89 

with special parts to quickly join them using connections in steel-to-timber shear configuration. Each mounted floor 90 

component is symmetrical in the two main directions and the self-weight is less than 0.5 kN/m2. 91 
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Fig. 1. Prototypes of innovative modular prefabricated floor components developed using a particular steel-timber 92 

composite technology. 93 

With reference to the construction system depicted in Fig. 2, the modular composite steel-timber components can be 94 

quickly joined to a ‘steel frame’ structural system using only bolts at the ends of beams, and self-tapping fully-threaded 95 

screws along the panel perimeter, therefore permitting the building processes to take place even under unfavorable 96 

climate conditions. Without loss of generality, we have considered dimensions of a frame for a common residential 97 

building erected in Italy.  Nevertheless, modular floor elements could be also included within other construction types, 98 

e.g. timber frame or massive wall panel systems. 99 
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Fig. 2. Construction system and corresponding method of assembly of the composite steel-timber prefabricated floor 100 

components. 101 

The collaboration between the CLT panel and the steel beams is provided by a special arrangement of connectors, 102 

which are installed at a variable spacing from the centre to the ends of the steel beams. The cold-formed steel beams 103 

have a custom-made profile manufactured with special steel parts that provide the support for the installation of the 104 

steel-to-timber connections. With reference to Fig. 1, in the floor solution named Flo-S-1 the beams are joined using 105 

fully-threaded self-tapping screws, whereas the solution Flo-S-2 uses epoxy-based resin poured into the cavities and 106 

holes created in the CLT panel. In detail, for the composite solution Flo-S-1, elements are assembled by using type I 107 

screws at the extremities of the beam and type II screws in the middle. Type I screws are installed with an insertion 108 

angle of 30° while type II screws have connectors driven perpendicularly to the axis of both elements. The Ω-shaped 109 

cross-section steel beams are equipped with special mechanical devices welded to the flanges to facilitate the insertion 110 

of the screws. For Flo-S-2, modular components are assembled by gluing the CLT panel to beams, using epoxy-based 111 

resin to fill the cavities between the timber and steel elements. The U-shaped cross-section steel beams are fabricated by 112 

including steel perforated plates with a specific design pattern. 113 

Table 1 and Table 2 summarize the mechanical characteristics, the geometry and the construction details of the 114 

industrialized modular components for a 6 meter span residential floor, designed for 2 kN/m2 and 3.5 kN/m2 live and 115 

permanent loads [22], respectively. Table 2 also includes the number of connectors and the volume of materials 116 

required. The amount of wood, steel and other materials used is also expressed as a ratio of kilograms or cubic meters 117 

per unit area of floor, as there is a strong correlation between these ratios and the manufacturing costs. We remark here 118 

that this paper provides two different methods of assembly, which vary not only in the equipment required but also in 119 

the manufacturing time, and in the skills and level of specialization required of the workers. In addition, in assembling 120 

the Flo-S-2 floor system we have to consider the environmental conditions (i.e. temperature and humidity) that can 121 

affect the mechanical properties of the epoxy-based resin and the related curing time. The use of self-tapping screws is 122 
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less sensitive to the environmental conditions. However, particular attention must be paid in driving the screws, 123 

following the guidelines provided by producers and using screwdrivers with a torque limiting device. 124 

Table 1 125 

Mechanical properties and specifics of the steel beams, CLT panels and connections. 126 

 

 127 

Table 2 128 

Construction details of the innovative steel-timber composite floor components. 129 

 130 

Both of the proposed solutions have been implemented in order to support the expected design loads for the main floor 131 

of a residential building and considering the deflection limits (l/300 for the instantaneous deflection where l is the floor 132 

span) under serviceability conditions in accordance with the European design code EC5 [23]. Since this work mainly 133 

refers to the singular modular components, in the design of floors for serviceability limit states we have ignored 134 

vibrations, although these may well prove critical for a lightweight floor system. Furthermore, this work was not aimed 135 

at identifying the governing design conditions for the composite floor system but rather to analyse the flexural 136 

behaviour of elements dimensioned starting from a normalised simplified loading condition. The effective load-137 

deflection responses of the floor components have been studied by carrying out several full-scale bending tests and 138 

considering different methods of testing, as will be discussed in the next Section. 139 

ns,I ns,II np WCLT WBEAMS WCON VCLT VBEAMS

kg kg/m2 kg kg/m2 kg kg/m2 m3 m3/m2 m3 m3/m2 m3

(x10-3) (x10-3) (x10

Flo-S-1 40 24 - 500 34.75 125 8.71 35.58 2.47 1.19 82.73 0.016 1.11 4.52
Flo-S-2 - - 24 499 34.67 100 6.96 5.40 0.37 1.19 82.55 0.013 0.89 2.7

Note: ns,I , ns,II numberof type I and II of screws, respectively, np numberof steel plates, WCLT weightof CLT panels, WBE
of steel beams, WCON weightof connections, VCLT volumeof CLT panels, VBEAMS volumeof steel beams, VCONvolumeof co
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3. Bending behavior of the floor components for vertical loads 140 

The flexural response of these innovative floors was investigated by performing experimental tests on full-scale 141 

prototypes of composite steel-timber modular components. For each of the abovementioned floor configuration, Flo-S-1 142 

and Flo-S-2, three different tests were carried out in order to cover different methods of testing. Fig. 3 shows how, for 143 

testing method 1, the simply supported floor components were monotonically loaded under displacement control; for 144 

testing method 2, the simply supported floor components were loaded according to the EN 380 standard [24]; and, 145 

finally, for testing method 3 the floor components were fixed to the setup and later monotonically loaded under 146 

displacement control. The modular elements were connected to the setup using special steel devices which reproduce 147 

the effective stiffness of the beam-to-beam steel joints used during the building erection. For testing method 2, we 148 

defined the protocol of loading assuming first force levels (Fa, Fb and Fc of Fig. 3) comparable to the evaluated loads at 149 

the Serviceability Limit State (SLS) [23]. These six tests were performed at the Laboratory of Materials and Structural 150 

Testing (LMST) of the University of Trento. Due to different restraint conditions, the free span of the specimens in 151 

testing method 3 is 0.375 m higher than in testing methods 1 and 2. This needs to be remembered when comparing the 152 

experimental results, especially when considering the measured mid-span deflection or the related bending stiffness. 153 

 

Fig. 3. Testing methods adopted in the bending tests performed at the Laboratory of Materials and Structural Testing 154 

(LMST) of the University of Trento. 155 
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3.2 Method of loading and specimen instrumentation 156 

Tests were performed adopting a refined loading system as depicted in Fig. 4. The set up was designed to impose a 157 

stress state on the floor components comparable to that induced by a distributed constant load [25]. Loads were applied 158 

by using rollers that maintain the loading configuration at large deformations and by fastening thick steel plates covered 159 

with polythene sheets to minimize any possible relative friction (Fig. 4). Specimens were loaded considering eight 160 

distinct load imprints centred along the longitudinal axis of each steel beam. The area of loading was defined in order to 161 

avoid any crushing of the timber caused by the compression stress perpendicular to the grain. Fig. 4 also shows the 162 

restraint conditions adopted for the specimens. All tests were carried out under controlled environmental conditions, 163 

with a standard humidity and temperature corresponding to a service class 1 in accordance with EC5 [23]. 164 

 

Fig. 4. Specimen before a bending test with a three-dimensional view of the setup and some testing details. 165 

 166 

Considering that the behavior of the composite steel-timber systems is mainly affected by the connections, testing was 167 

in accordance with the EN 26891 [26], EN 12512 [27] and EN 380 [24]. The monotonic loading was set at a 168 

displacement rate of 0.05 mm/s (Method 1 and 3), whereas in the EN 380 loading protocol (Method 2) the force rate 169 

was set equal to 115x10-3 kN/s. The EN 380 [23] loading protocol was used to understand the effective load-deflection 170 

response of the system under serviceability conditions, by loading and unloading the specimens at fixed design load 171 

levels and evaluating the variation of their mechanical characteristics within this range. For each specimen, particular 172 

attention was paid to the installation of the measuring instruments, placing them symmetrically on both main directions. 173 

The specimens were monitored during the tests by recording the local strain, both in the steel and timber elements, and 174 

the relative slip between the beams and the CLT panel, as well as the mid-span deflections and other vertical 175 

displacements near the ends of the composite floors, including settling at the restraints. The measurement points are 176 

illustrated in Fig. 5, while Fig. 6 shows the technologies used to monitor the tests. 177 
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Fig. 5. Scheme of arrangement of the measuring devices adopted in the bending tests. 178 

 

Fig. 6. Measuring devices used to record the strain of materials and deformation of the specimens. 179 

For testing methods 1 and 2, 35 devices were installed, whereas for testing method 3 there were 43 instruments in total 180 

to also take into account the effect of the fixed beam ends in the final response of the specimens. The load, strains and 181 

the displacements were recorded continuously during the test, with a frequency of 5 Hz. 182 

3.1 Geometry and mechanical properties of the modular prefabricated components 183 

The specimens were built using a 5.84m length by 2.4m width CLT panel and 6m length custom-made cold-formed 184 

steel beams. The CLT panels were manufactured with 5 layers of C24 [28] of 17mm thick timber boards. The grain 185 

direction of the outer layers was oriented in the main direction of the steel beams. The CLT panels were provided by a 186 

local factory with the required European Technical Approval [29]. The beams were manufactured by welding (Fig. 7a 187 

and Fig. 7b) two cold-formed customized preformed profiles of structural steel S355 [30]. The beams have a 4mm 188 
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section thickness while the height varies from 180 to 200mm for Flo-S-1 and Flo-S-2, respectively. The beams were 189 

processed and reinforced at their edges by welding on transversal stiffeners and ribs (Fig. 7c). For testing method 3, the 190 

specimens were restrained using special supports rigidly anchored to the setup in order to eliminate rotation and/or 191 

sliding at the ends of beams. The supports were made by welding several flanges and ribs to a short thick steel pipe 192 

(Fig. 7d). The arrangement of holes in the supports was designed to easil y fix the specimens to the setup. 193 

 

Fig. 7. Some steps relating to the production of steel beams (a,b and c) and special restraint devices as built (d). 194 

3.3 Assembly methods for the developed composite floors 195 

This Section highlights the main differences in the mounting process of the composite floors, comparing the Flo-S-1 196 

solution (Fig. 8a), joined using self-tapping screws, with the Flo-S-2 systems (Fig. 8b) built using epoxy-based resin. 197 

The work relating to the assembly of the prototypes of floor components was fundamental to understanding any 198 

possible difficulties in the manufacturing process recognizing the need to minimize the production time and costs. 199 

As discussed in Section 2, the proposed Flo-S-1 innovative solution benefits from ‘dry’ technology. Fig. 8 shows the 200 

main working stages required for the assembly of the floor components. From this Figure, it can be seen that the 201 

insertion of inclined self-tapping screws requires particular attention as installing the screws tends to move the steel 202 

elements from their initial position. In addition, screwdrivers with a torque limiting device (such as an overload clutch) 203 

should be used in order to avoid any possible damage to the timber fibres induced by their local overload. For the 204 

proposed complementary Flo-S-2 ‘wet’ floor solution, attention must be paid in preparing the epoxy-based resin, 205 

mixing together the resin, hardener, and aggregate components and working under controlled environmental conditions 206 

(temperature and humidity). During the subsequent pouring, it is necessary to avoid any leakage of the resin through the 207 

cracks in the CLT panels or other fissures. Also, the space between the steel parts and timber surfaces must be properly 208 

filled so it is important that resin does not leak out during the installation of the steel beams. Finally, temporary (at least 209 

for 8 hours) ballasting of the steel beams and panel is required (   ) to ensure good contact between them during the 210 

curing of the resin (Fig. 8d). 211 
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Fig. 8. Main stages of assembly for the Flo-S-1 (a) and Flo-S-2 (b) floor specimens; (c) Flo-S-1 specimens as built 212 

ballasted during the curing time of the epoxy-based resin; (d) Flo-S-2 specimens as built. 213 

3.4 Preliminary tests to characterize the mechanical properties of the steel and timber elements 214 

Within this experimental programme, several preliminary tests were conducted in order to evaluate the mechanical 215 

behavior of the CLT panels and steel beams. Bending tests were conducted using a loading device and measuring 216 

systems derived from those used for the composite floor components. Fig. 9 shows the charts of the load-deflection 217 

curves measured. A set of three specimens for each element: CLT panels, type 1 steel beams (Flo-S-1) and type 2 steel 218 

beams (Flo-S-2) was considered a statistically representative sample for this experimental study. From the charts of Fig. 219 

9, it can be seen that the load-deflection curves of the steel beams are superimposed, whereas the response of the CLT 220 

panels is slightly variable. Assuming an elastic behavior of the elements, based on the Euler–Bernoulli beam theory 221 

[31], we estimated the Young’s modulus (E) of the steel beams and the maximum normal stresses. 222 
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Fig. 9. Preliminary tests performed on the floor components: steel beams and timber panels. 223 

Table 3 224 

Comparison between the nominal and effective mechanical characteristics of the timber and steel elements 225 
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 226 

For the CLT panels, the recognized model developed at Graz University [32,33] was used to estimate the equivalent 227 

elastic modulus E* and the normal stress * acting at each cross-layer of the panels. Table 3 gives an overview of the 228 

main parameters measured by the tests, the mechanical characteristics estimated and those declared in the certificates of 229 

products. In accordance with the European probabilistic model code [34], assuming a normal distribution and lognormal 230 

distribution for the elastic modulus, E, of steel and timber the calculated effective coefficient of variation (CV) is less 231 

than 13% and 3%, respectively. In addition, the difference in normal stresses is always less than 20% in both cases and 232 

tends to be negligible for the steel beams. Therefore, these preliminary tests confirmed that the elastic behavior of the 233 

timber and steel elements is as expected. 234 

3.5 Experimental results 235 

This Section discusses the results obtained in tests of the six specimens. The data are organized in different 236 

representative graphs: global load-deflection relationship of the systems; deflection and slip between the beams and the 237 

panels along their lengths; strain curves of the composite sections. In Figs. 10 and 11, the variation in deflection (b), slip 238 

(c) and strain distribution (d) were plotted for five representative levels of load. With reference to the load-deflection 239 

curves ((a) in Figs. 10 and 11), F is the total load acting on the floor while  is the mean deflection measured at the 240 

middle of the specimens. The flexural deformation and slip were derived by interpolating 3 and 6 points, respectively, 241 

and averaging the values obtained from both beams. The elastic strain in the midsection of the specimens was evaluated 242 

by considering a linear distribution in both the elements. Therefore, the charts refer only to the loading conditions in 243 

which elements behave elastically. The arrangement of the measuring instruments allows the strain to be plotted in both 244 

the vertical and horizontal direction of the CLT panel. In other words, the shear lag effects in the transversal direction of 245 

the slabs were directly measured for each specimen. The main parameters directly measured or derived from the tests, 246 

FR : Force level E* : Young'smodulus (declared) j* : Normalstress (Theoretical) EE : Error of E
〉 : Deflection E : Young'smodulus (evaluated) j : Normalstress (evaluated) Ej : Error of j

CLT Panels っ-Beams U-Beams
FR kN 7.00 18.00 7.00

〉 ID 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2
mm 10.20 9.30 10.20 12.72 12.50 12.66 9.53 9.81

〉mean mm 9.90 12.63 9.67
Dev. St - 0.52 0.11 0.20
CV % 5.2 0.9 2.0
E* N/mm2 12000 210000 210000
E N/mm2 12008 208622 214589
EE % 0.1 0.7 2.2
j*+ N/mm2 1.60 73.50 41.00
j+ N/mm2 1.62 69.47 40.74
Ej+ % 1.3 5.5 0.7
j* - N/mm2 -1.60 -93.00 -77.42
j- N/mm2 -1.30 -86.36 -73.77
Ej- % 18.8 7.2 4.7
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in accordance with the testing standards recommendations, are also listed in Table 4. A comparison study on the load-247 

deflection curves and elastic bending stiffnesses is given in Fig. 12 and Table 5. The charts in Fig. 12 also show the 248 

yield points of the systems estimated in accordance with the EN 12512 [27]. The corresponding yield load, yield 249 

deflection, initial stiffness and the stiffness in the second branch of the load-deflection curves are illustrated in Table 5. 250 

Figs. 10 and 11, together with Table 4, demonstrate that the developed composite steel-timber systems have an 251 

extraordinaril y ductile behavior, with a load carrying capacity (FC) about three times higher than the relative design 252 

loads (Fd,ULS) in the less favorable case. 253 
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Fig. 10. Experimental behavior of Flo-S-1 floor components under different testing methods. 254 
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Fig. 11. Experimental behavior of Flo-S-2 floor components under different testing methods. 255 
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Fig. 12. Comparison study of the developed modular floor components. 256 

Table 4 257 

Data measured by tests on 6 different specimens of composite steel-timber floor components. 258 

 
 259 

Table 5 260 

Behavioral parameters evaluated from the tests in accordance with testing standard methods (EN 12512, EN 26891 and 261 

EN 380) 262 

Flo-S-1 Flo-S-2

Test type Level FLS 〉 hmax
timber steel

FLS 〉 hmax
timber steel

i+max i-max i+max i-max i+max i-max i+max i-max

kN mm mm 10-4 10-4 10-4 10-4 kN mm mm 10-4 10-4 10-4 10-4

Testing 
Method 1 
(MT1)

LS1 82.8 12.6 0.4 0.67 -2.47 5.11 -2.98 82.8 12.3 0.1 0.53 -2.39 5.36 -1.80
LS2 113.2 17.4 0.6 0.99 -3.49 7.06 -4.16 113.2 16.8 0.2 0.72 -3.28 7.36 -2.48
LS3 300.0 48.0 1.8 3.21 -9.89 9.91 -11.53 310.0 46.7 0.5 2.11 -9.09 - -
LS4 370.0 69.7 3.0 6.19 -13.91 - - 410.0 84.5 1.5 7.48 -15.47 - -
LS5 411.2 100.0 4.8 11.76 -18.92 - - 428.1 100.0 2.5 9.98 -17.64

Testing 
Method 2 
(MT2)

LS1 82.8 12.9 0.4 0.72 -2.09 5.22 -3.13 82.8 13.0 0.1 0.38 -2.43 5.34 -1.90
LS2 113.2 17.7 0.5 0.98 -2.96 7.14 -4.31 113.2 17.5 0.2 0.52 -3.39 7.27 -2.59
LS3 320.0 56.6 2.3 3.94 -8.94 - - 320.0 47.4 0.6 1.59 -9.46 - -
LS4 380.0 86.7 4.0 9.20 -13.29 - - 420.0 83.6 1.7 6.89 -16.07 - -
LS5 387.3 100.0 4.6 11.22 -14.66 - - 435.3 100.0 2.6 9.69 -18.86 - -

Testing
Method 3 
(MT3)

LS1 82.8 10.5 0.2 0.40 -1.72 3.99 -2.12 82.8 10.9 0.1 0.01 -2.34 4.16 -1.59
LS2 113.2 14.6 0.3 0.60 -2.42 5.60 -2.93 113.2 15.2 0.1 0.05 -3.28 5.82 -2.22
LS3 400.0 58.6 1.8 3.65 -9.24 - - 400.0 58.8 0.8 1.32 -12.30 - -
LS4 500.0 93.5 3.8 9.15 -13.97 - - 499.9 92.1 1.7 5.95 -18.35 - -
LS5 565.9 150.0 7.1 18.97 -22.47 - - 557.2 150.0 5.0 13.65 -24.94 - -

FLS force corresponding to level LS, 〉 deflection, hmaxmaximum slip, e max maximum strain measured in traction (+) and compression (-)
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 263 

For all the specimens the tests were concluded without reaching their collapse or loss of strength (Fig. 13). In fact, the 264 

setup did not allow deflections of more than 300 mm. Picture (c) of Fig. 13 shows an instance in which the secondary 265 

loading bar touch the main loading bar. Since the effective maximum and ultimate loads were not reached, a 266 

conventional maximum load (FC) has been assumed corresponding to a deflection limit of 100mm and 150mm (l/60 and 267 

l/40, where l is the floor span) for simply supported and fixed specimens, respectively, which is representative of an 268 

ultimate condition in terms of accepted damage and potential local breakages in the steel beams. The stiffnesses of the 269 

floor components was evaluated by considering the behavior of the specimens between 10% and 40% of the maximum 270 

recorded loads. As expected, the stiffness is very sensitive to the type of connection used. In addition, the neutral axis of 271 

the composite system varies considerably between Flo-S-1 and the Flo-S-2, as it is mainly affected by the collaboration 272 

induced by the connectors. For these solutions, Flo-S-2 exhibits an excellent structural efficiency and a high capacity-273 

to-weight ratio F (F=FC/Wp) of about 63, which allows the thickness of the floors to be kept small resulting in 274 

lightweight systems. In accordance with Annex B of Eurocode 5, the estimated structural efficiency of the Flo-S-2 275 

composite system is 43% higher than that of floor Flo-S-1 (Fig. 15). The inelastic deformation capacities of the 276 

composite systems are mainly due to response of the steel beams; the floors can undergo large deformations if we also 277 

consider the plastic deformation capacity (ductility) of the connections. The deformation mechanism involves the steel 278 

parts and not the CLT panel, and therefore, any possible brittle failures in timber elements or related instability of the 279 

compressed slabs is prevented. Some damage or local failures observed during the tests are depicted in Fig. 14. For Flo-280 

S-1, instances of pulled out screws and local buckling in the flanges of the mid-span section are reported. In the case of 281 

Flo-S-2, pictures show the local buckling of the steel beams in correspondence with the connection locations, as well as 282 

deformation at the restraints. The experiments revealed that the CLT panels remain substantially intact after the tests, 283 

and in only one case was there a local fracture on an external timber board triggered by a knot. 284 

As can be seen by comparing Figs. 10, 11 and 12, the response of the floor components in terms of resistance and 285 

deformation is similar when the systems are simply supported at their ends. Furthermore, the bearing capacity and the 286 

stiffness can be increased more than 39% and 26%, Flo-S-1 and Flo-S-2 respectively, when the steel beams of the floors 287 

Floor type
Testing
Method 

Fy 〉y ke kp ke/kp FC Wp さF=FC/Wp

kN 10-3m kN/m kN/m - kN kN -

Flo-S-1
Method 1 358.6 56.9 6322.1 1189.7 5.3 387.3

7.4
52.2

Method 3 503.4 68.2 7303.5 763.8 9.6 565.9 76.3

Flo-S-2
Method 1 380.9 56.1 6793.1 1073.5 6.3 435.3

6.9
63.0

Method 3 500.2 69.6 7127.7 708.9 10.1 557.2 80.6
Fy yield load, y yield deflection, ke elastic bending stiffness, kp inelastic bending stiffness, FC load carrying capacity, Wp self-weight of specimens

F capacity-to-self-weight ratio 
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are fixed (fully-restrained) at their edges. In the above-mentioned percentages, for stiffness, an adjustment factor k 288 

(about 1.2), has been considered, defined by Eq. (1), to take into account the different spans of the test specimens. 289 

 3
21 llk   (1) 

where l1 and l2 are spans of simply supported and fixed specimens, respectively. 290 

 

Fig. 13. Deformed shape of the system at the maximum imposed loads, more than 450 kN. 291 

 

Fig. 14. Local damage observed during the tests in the members of the specimens. 292 

Without loss of generality, to understand the behavior of the systems in more detail, first focus on the simply supported 293 

components (testing method 1 and 2). As shown in Fig. 12b, the connections play an important role in transferring the 294 

internal actions between the elements. Considering Flo-S-1 and Flo-S-2, about 46.5% and 71%, respectively, of the 295 

bending stiffness is provided by composite action between the elements thus the type of connector used in the assembly 296 

of the floor components is influential. A more detailed analysis regarding the elastic bending stiffness also highlights 297 

that the contribution of the CLT panel is very low while that of the steel beams varies considerably since the cross-298 

section and the height of the steel profiles were different. This is mainly due to the low elastic modulus of timber 299 
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compared to that of steel and demonstrates that the developed systems help to overcome the limits of the timber 300 

elements in terms of deformability under service loads. 301 

The effects on the bending behavior of the cyclic loads under serviceability conditions were also evaluated with testing 302 

method 2, by applying the EN 380 loading procedure to the specimens. Referring to Fig. 15, the composite floor 303 

components, as hyperstatic systems, have a force-displacement response affected by the number and distribution of 304 

connectors. The behavior of the systems in the first cycle of loading was different from that of the subsequent cycle. 305 

Particularly, this phenomenon tends to be non-negligible as the number of connections employed increases, and it 306 

increases the effective stiffness. This phenomenon also demonstrates that there was a redistribution of the stresses in the 307 

connectors and, consequently, a new initial unloaded configuration which provides an increase in the relative initial 308 

stiffness. The effectiveness of the connections and the stress distribution adjustment are therefore very different from 309 

the Flo-S-1 and Flo-S-2 solutions. The more effective the connection systems are, the closer the neutral axis is to the 310 

interface of the elements. The neutral axes are plotted in Fig. 15, in addition to the calculated structural efficiency, 311 

which will be discussed in Section 5. 312 

On the basis of these findings, considering also the cost-to-performance requirement, the number of connectors, 313 

thickness and the self-weight of the floor components, Flo-S-2 is the recommended solution. Indeed, Flo-S-2 is 265mm 314 

in height (about l/23, where l is the floor span) and can be produced using only 24 steel glued plates. The related self-315 

weight is about 7 kN (0.5 kN/m2), with an estimated bending stiffness and yield load of about 6.8 kN/mm and 380 kN, 316 

respectively. The cost of production is generally influenced by the number of connections and the volume of materials 317 

used in the manufacturing process, although the time to cure the resin is an important consideration. These results thus 318 

demonstrate that the Flo-S-2 is a more efficient solution compared to Flo-S-1. 319 

4. Numerical simulation of the bending behavior of the floor components using a FEM model 320 

This paper shows two innovative solutions to quickly fabricate ultralight slim floors. The originality of the solutions lies 321 

in the fact that the steel and timber act compositely in order to maximize the flexural collaboration between the 322 

elements. 323 

 
Fig. 15. (a) Location of the neutral axes and (b) load-deflection response of the composite systems under cyclic loading 324 

complying to the EN380 standard. 325 

 326 

Furthermore, the connections and the steel beams used in these systems have been specifically developed in order to 327 

obtain a reliable, economical and robust composite solution. In order to extend this study to other configurations, an 328 

FEM numerical model of the composite floor component has been developed to perform non-linear analyses, and allow 329 
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characterization of the structural behavior of the floor components with sufficient accuracy. To this end, the model was 330 

developed in Sap2000© [35], using frames to reproduce the behavior of the steel beams and connections and shells to 331 

represent the timber CLT panels. In the model, all the frame and shell elements have been defined assuming linear 332 

elastic behavior of materials. The nonlinear mechanical behavior of the connections and steel beams have been 333 

accounted for by using plastic hinges. The constitutive laws for wood and steel have been derived from the rules for 334 

materials provided in Eurocode EC5 [23] and Eurocode EC3 [36], respectively. 335 

In the model implementation there are five main points to be addressed: (i) in defining the CLT panel, a multi-layered 336 

material with different mechanical properties for each layer has been used to take into account the cross-directions of 337 

the boards and the grain direction of timber; (ii) the mechanical characteristics of both the steel and timber elements 338 

have been calibrated based on the main values obtained by the preliminary tests discussed in Section 3.4; (iii) the load-339 

slip curves of the connections have been modelled by combining special frame elements with plastic hinges; (iv) in 340 

order to replicate the shear mechanism of the connections in all directions, the plastic hinges were defined considering 341 

appropriate surfaces of interaction; (v) in the FEM model, special link elements have been included to account for the 342 

interaction of CLT panels with the steel beams. 343 

Fig. 16 illustrates the proposed model as built, in addition to all the FEM details, and the relative stress-strain 344 

constitutive laws adopted for timber and steel, as well as the load-slip curves of the connectors.  345 

 

Fig. 16. Proposed Finite Element Model (FEM) for studying composite steel-timber slim floors. 346 

 347 

The model shown in Fig. 16 was used to numerically simulate the experimental tests performed. Non-linear incremental 348 

analyses of the simply supported floor components loaded under displacement control were executed and their results 349 

compared with that extracted by the experimental tests. Fig. 17 reports the comparison between the experimental and 350 
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numerical studies for both floor solutions. Considering the load-deflection responses of Fig. 17, the offset between the 351 

curves is always less than 9.5%, and the differences are very marginal for the Flo-S-1 floor solution. The FEM model 352 

calibration suffers from the effective load-slip curves assumed for the connections; the load-slip curves were both 353 

derived from [37, 38] following the same procedure for both the floor solutions. 354 

Analyses at four reference points representative of the design (ULS, SLS), elastic (LS1) and plastic conditions (LS2) 355 

confirmed that the FEM model should only be used to numerically evaluate the local behavior of the system for 356 

preliminary studies. Fig. 17 depicts the comparison between the predicted and measured values expressed in terms of 357 

normal stress, bending deformation and relative slip. The error in the prediction can rise by up to 58.85% if the local 358 

stress distribution in the mid-span floor section is considered, particularly in the wood, which is also affected by its 359 

intrinsic complex state of stress. Similarly, the slip that occurred, which affects the forces acting on the connectors, 360 

tends to diverge from that numerically evaluated as the deflection increases. Thus, the findings suggest that this model 361 

is more attractive for practical use, while a more refined fiber-based model is suggested when the study of the local 362 

behavior of the components is the primary objective of the analysis. 363 
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Fig. 17. Comparison between the experimental and numerical studies of the non-linear behavior of the Flo-S-1 and Flo-364 

S-2 floor components. 365 

5. Model for the design of the composite floor components 366 

The laboratory tests have revealed that the behavior of the composite floor components, as very slim systems, is mainly 367 

guided by the deflection limitations and not the bearing capacity (FC), which is several times higher than the ultimate 368 

design loads (Fd,ULS). From Fig. 12, it follows also that design loads calculated in accordance with the Italian Building 369 

Code [39] are lower than the first yield loads. In other words, the measured load-deflection behaviors are markedly 370 

linear-elastic. The design problem of composite systems with semi-rigid connections, such as those presented here, was 371 

first studied in the 1956 by Möhler [40], and afterwards researchers concentrated on applying this model to other case 372 

studies [41,42]. In the Möhler approach the underlying assumptions are: (1) for both elements the simple bending theory 373 

can be used, (2) the shear deformation is disregarded in solving the equilibrium and deformation differential equations, 374 

(3) the connection of elements is assumed as continuous, (4) the cross-sections and stiffness of connections are constant 375 
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along the main direction of the composite system and (5) the load-slip behavior of connection is assumed linear elastic. 376 

Accepting some minimal errors, tolerable for engineering purposes, in the case of simply supported composite system it 377 

is possible to define an equivalent bending stiffness to be used in the final solution of the differential equation. 378 

Moreover, for simple load cases, i.e. uniformly distributed load, the differential equation can be reduced in a closed 379 

form and the model extended to more complex cross-section beams as reported in Appendix B of EC5 [23]. 380 

The general formulae to obtain the bending stiffness is shown below: 381 
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 383 

l is the free span length of the composite system, k is the slip modulus of the connections, s is the spacing assumed for 384 

the connections and the other parameters are defined in Fig. 18. 385 

 
Fig.18. Basic behavior of a composite system with a semi-rigid connection and relative design scheme. 386 

 387 

The first analysis focuses on the behavior of each floor solution at the serviceability limit states reveals that the bending 388 

stiffness evaluated by Eq. (2) is compatible with that experimentally recorded or numerically predicted using the FEM 389 

model. Table 6 summarizes the main parameters considered in the comparative analysis. In addition, the bending 390 

stiffness in the case of noncomposite action (EI0) and fully-composite action (EI∞), as lower-bound and upper-bound 391 

limit cases, is listed. With reference to Eq. (2), the effective bending stiffnesses were calculated by substituting the EI of 392 

the CLT panel provided in the European Technical Approval [29] and the derived shear stiffness of the connections, 393 

here assumed amounting to 62.5x103 kN/m/m and 257.5 x103 kN/m/m, in the case of Flo-S-1 and Flo-S-2, respectively. 394 

The (EI)ef were used to calculate the mid-span deflection of the floor components under serviceability loads, and then 395 

the results compared to those experimentally and numerically obtained. The predicted deflection is demonstrated to be 396 

comparable to the effective values, with a maximum error of about 20% in the most unfavorable case. 397 

 398 

Table 6 399 

Stiffnesses, deformation and stresses in the composite solutions according to the experimental measurements, finite-400 

element analysis and analytical prediction. 401 
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 402 

Referring to the ultimate limit state (ULS), Eq. (4) provides the normal stress in the timber and steel elements: 403 
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 404 

The design bending moment for the simply supported systems can be evaluated according to Eq. (5), assuming a 405 

relative design load of Eq. (6). 406 

8/2
, lqM ULSdd   (5) 

 407 

  TkQkGULSd bQGq  ,  (6) 

 408 

where G (=1.3) and Q (=1.5) are the partial factors for permanent and live actions, respectively, and Gk and Qk are 409 

permanent (including self-weight) and live loads, expressed per-unit area and bT is the floor width. 410 

For the floor in this work, the design load per square meter qd,ULS is applied to a floor width of 2.4m resulting in a load 411 

of 19.7 kN/m over a span l of 5.75m, and a corresponding bending moment of 81.3kNm. The corresponding normal 412 

stress distribution in the CLT panel and steel beams for this level of loading is shown in Table 6. As expected, the 413 

maximum normal stress in the members tends to be overestimated compared to the effective normal stress or the stress 414 

numerically measured. However, the analytical prediction is conservative and so suitable for design purposes. 415 

It is evident that Möhler’s model is in good agreement with the real observed behavior for both systems, especially in 416 

serviceability conditions. It can be considered a reliable method to quickly evaluate the mid-span deflection and the 417 

stress state in the members, even though the above-mentioned composite systems are assembled using nonhomogeneous 418 

materials and without a constant spacing of the connectors, hence without satisfying all the underlying assumptions. 419 

The maximum stress in the CLT panels diverges more than in the case of steel beams because the CLT is made up of a 420 

SLS
Experimental FEM Theoretical Experimental FEM Theoretical

EI0 EI∞ EIeff EIeff EIef 〉SLS 〉SLS 〉SLS

x1012

N/mm2
x1012

N/mm2 N/mm2 N/mm2 N/mm2 mm mm mm

Flo-S-1 7.41 22.63 13.5 12.91 11.69 12.6 13.84 15.3
Flo-S-2 4.24 18.65 14.3 12.90 16.30 12.3 13.86 11.0

ULS
Timber Steel

Experimental FEM Theoric Experimental FEM Theoric

j+
max j-

min j+
max j-

min j+
max j-

min j+
max j-

min j+
max j-

min j+
max j-

min

N/mm2 N/mm2 N/mm2 N/mm2 N/mm2 N/mm2 N/mm2 N/mm2 N/mm2 N/mm2 N/mm2 N/mm2

Flo-S-1 1.2 -4.2 1.1 -4.8 2.2 -4.9 148.2 -87.3 147.2 -100.8 178.1 -114.4
Flo-S-2 0.9 -3.9 0.2 -5.5 0.4 -4.7 154.6 -52.2 153.5 -58.1 158.4 -30.4
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large variety of materials and types of boards, which increases the uncertainty of the mechanical properties of the wood. 421 

Furthermore, the strain in the CLT panel is affected by the intrinsic uncertainty of the wood, and thus a numerical 422 

model cannot take into account its anisotropic behavior without increasing the complexity of the problem solution. 423 

Möhler’s model has proved to be an effective way to simply design these developed composite systems since their 424 

slenderness makes them susceptible to the serviceability requirements expressed in terms of deflection limits. The steel 425 

beams, CLT panels and connections behave elastically for code-defined [39] ultimate loads, here demonstrated to be 426 

very low compared to the real bearing capacities of the systems. 427 

6. Conclusion 428 

Construction systems with modular and prefabricated elements represent viable alternative solutions for the rapid 429 

erection of multi-storey residential buildings. The challenge for a more sustainable built environment has recently 430 

moved the community to devising building construction technologies that pay particular attention to energy-efficiency. 431 

Buildings have to drastically reduce the energy consumed during their whole life cycle, and the related emission of 432 

carbon dioxide (CO2) into the atmosphere. This paper has clearly shown that the combination of new construction 433 

products with new construction and erection techniques can help to support the objectives of sustainability and is a very 434 

promising way to build green residential buildings in a fast and easy way. The research has focused on the realisation of 435 

innovative engineered floors based on prefabricated steel-timber composite components. The floor cross-section has 436 

been optimized to maximize its structural efficiency and to reduce the use of materials. Floor components are made 437 

offsite by joining CLT panels with cold-formed custom-shaped steel beams. Two particular technologies have been 438 

described that offer benefits in terms of lightness, sustainability, ease of construction and, when no longer required, ease 439 

of deconstruction and reuse. 440 

The behavior of the developed floor components has been investigated through experimental tests, studying both the 441 

elastic and inelastic force-deformation responses, in addition to their local mechanisms and damage. The findings 442 

demonstrate that with this new technology it is very simple to design ductile floors with an exceptional load-carrying 443 

capacity, while at the same time limiting their cross-section height. The results suggest that the design of such floors is 444 

mainly guided by the serviceability requirements and the behavior remains elastic even at high loading levels. Tests 445 

have also helped in the implementation of a numerical FEM model for studying other steel-timber composite solutions. 446 

A manual calculation procedure has been presented for design purposes. This analysis includes common rules provided 447 

by the current standards for timber and steel structures. 448 

The findings of this research allow the following general conclusions to be drawn: 449 

 The developed systems are innovative not just in the combination of CLT panels with cold-formed beams, but 450 

also in the particular profiles of the steel beams which are equipped with special mechanical parts used in the 451 
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assembly of the elements. These solutions are derived from a more general composite technology currently 452 

protected by patent rights. 453 

 From the point of view of construction, the solutions presented here have several advantages in the way they 454 

are mounted on-site, allowing floors to be built in a faster and easier way than traditional concrete-based 455 

composite solutions. Modular elements are fastened using only bolts and screws. 456 

 Both of the tested systems showed an exceptional bearing capacity compared to the design loads, with a 457 

considerable structural efficiency (close to 0.7 for Flo-S-2) and effective yield loads almost three times higher 458 

(Fy=381kN compared to qy=27.6 kN/m2).  459 

 The structural performance is very significant considering the amount of wood and steel used. Averaging Flo-460 

S-1 and Flo-S-2, a square meter of 6m span floor takes about 35kg of wood, 7kg of steel and 0.4kg of epoxy-461 

based resin, and thus uses about 82% natural material, 17% recyclable material and only 1% non-recyclable 462 

material. This composite steel-timber technology is therefore an effective solution to supporting the objectives 463 

of sustainability in construction. 464 

 The floor systems force the inelastic deformation into the steel beams, although, at high loading levels, (four or 465 

five times higher than the design loads) connections can undergo plastic behavior. Any damage occurs in the 466 

steel beams, while the CLT panel remains elastic. The floor systems remain in equilibrium since the instability 467 

of the timber and steel elements is prevented by the connections, which provide a very high slip ductility 468 

capacity even for a large flexural deformation. 469 

 The adoption of fixed restraints at the ends of the steel beams can considerably increase the stiffness (up to 470 

about 40%) and strength (up to about 37%) of the floors. The beam joint details for both floor solutions can be 471 

adapted to suit the design needs without affecting their manufacturing process. 472 

 Two models are provided for studying the bending behavior of the floor components. The FEM model is 473 

recommended to perform numerical simulations to establish the most likely behavior of composite steel-timber 474 

floors. A manual calculation analysis based on the recognized け-method derived from Möhler and included in 475 

the current Eurocode standard is then given to design the presented floor solutions. 476 

In future research, the diaphragm behavior of floors made with these modular prefabricated elements will be 477 

investigated. An experimental study of a full-scale prototype of floor system has been presented in [43]. Further studies 478 

relating to the issues of long-term behavior of the floors under constant loads, their fire resistance and vibrational 479 

performance remain to be addressed. On the basis of the promising findings presented in this paper, work on the 480 

remaining issues is continuing and appears fully justified. 481 

 482 
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